Thursday, July 6, 2006

What’s Happening Today

QUALIFYING
10 am
Noon
2 pm
(10 am Shootout squad)

Lane #1 Match Play Sweepper
5:30 pm

ARE YOU IN YET?

The Brunswick Shootout Rolls Tomorrow Night!

Two ways to enter:
1. Win a spot in today’s 10 am squad
2. Buy an entry for only $250 which includes 2 new balls!

South Korean Kim Rolls 743 To Lead Wednesday Mini Honors

The best bowler in Wednesday’s Mini Eliminator qualifying hails from South Korea. Bowling in the 10 am squad, Ko Woon Kim rolled back-to-back 254’s to start his set, then closed with a nice 235 for a great 743. He bowls in the 35 and under division.

Ryan Abel, Bel Aire, Kansas tossed a 695 to lead the 2 pm squad, and former Mini champion David Ewald, Macomb, Michigan shot 673 to top the noon squad list.

In the Open division, another Mini champ led the day - Lasse Lintila, Lohja, Finland fired a 732 in the 10 am squad. Las Vegan David Haynes rolled a 705 in the 2 pm squad, and Joe Ciach, Ontario, Canada rolled a 701 to lead the noon group.

The 36-49 division leader was Pete Thomas, Oklahoma City. Pete bowled at 10 am and shot a fine 719. At 2 pm, James Rusin, Swansea, Maine rolled a 685, and Rick Miller’s, 675 was the best noon score. Miller is from Lincoln, Nebraska.

Ken Racette, San Diego, California led the seniors Wednesday with a 676 in the 2 pm squad. Only one pin behind at 675 was Stephen Bruck, from Cincinnati.

Kerry Painter, Henderson, Nevada started the day with a 616.

In the 205 and under division, Ed Regehr’s, 651 is the best of the day. Regehr is from Hesperia, California. In the 2 pm squad, David Pavilack, Hollywood, Florida rolled a 636, and the noon leader, from Deanshanger, England was Ann Smith. Ann rolled a 580 to make the finals.

Presented by...
David Grooms rolled a huge 505 to win the second Dexter Sweeper of the 2006 July Mini Eliminator. Grooms, Vancouver, Washington opened with a big 269 in the 7:30 squad, and then added a 236 to claim the $3000 top prize.

Finishing second and third for $2100 and $1500 was Philip Schwartz, Tucson, Arizona with a 494 and Mike Rose Jr., W. Henrietta, New York with a 493. David Haynes, Las Vegas, led after the first squad with a 483, and finished 4th. The event drew 134 entries. Tonight’s Match Play Sweeper rolls at 5:30 pm, sponsored by Lane #1.